I would just like to begin by saying I am not the original Pedowood guy, nor claim to be. I made a few additions and gathered up as much new material that has been generated as possible. The size and scope has increased, so I put in a few hours to fit everything in. Some of the newer elements have to do with psychological research and operations, while others simply expand into a wider spectrum of previously covered topics. Feel free to use at your discretion and to make any corrections needed for future editions.

PRIMARY SOURCES ARE INCLUDED AT THE BOTTOM IN AN APPROPRIATELY LABELED, BRACKETED SECTION.

The information below is intended to convey the reality of the fact that, criminal networks exist and provide access to children for the purposes of sexual exploitation and child pornography to elite clientele in the political and business worlds. These networks often target the most vulnerable populations of children, especially those in state institutions. Oftentimes, these networks are protected by security forces and the legal system because they are a valuable source of blackmail/intelligence, and because the revelation of their clients would be politically problematic. When they are exposed, the full story is almost never told. These sections are presented in no particular order.

Topics are arranged in the order as they appear here in the index:

[THE FRANKLIN CASE]
[THE FINDERS CASE]
[THE DUTROUX/FOURNIRET CASES]
[UK ELITE PEDOPHILIA]
[SAVILE]
[OPERATION FLICKER/PENTAGON PEDOS]
[DYNOCORP CASE]
[PEDOPHILIA AND ABUSE IN HOLLYWOOD]
[PEDOPHILIA AND ABUSE AMONG USA ELITES]
[US GOVERNMENT]
[CANADA]
[PEDOPHILIA AND ABUSE AMONG EUROPEAN ELITES]
[BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH, EXPERIMENTATION AND PATENTS]
[PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, PROJECTS, AND PARTICIPANTS]
[MIND MANIPULATION INFO]
[SEX SLAVES AND ABUSE AMONG THE CHOSEN]
[MISCELLANEOUS RELATED LINKS]
[CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES AND SCHOOLS]
[CRIE]
[PRIMARY SOURCE SECTION]
In the 1980s, banker/politician Lawrence King used the Omaha, NB Franklin Credit Union as a cover for many criminal activities, including child trafficking and pimping to elite clients in Washington DC. Children were prostituted at parties hosted by gay-pimp Republican lobbyist Craig Spence. The credit union failed due to King’s embezzlement and a NB State Senate investigation turned up massive evidence of large-scale child abuse, but the FBI shut down the investigation and two sham grand juries attacked the accusers. Several witnesses and an investigator were murdered or died mysteriously. Former CIA Director Bill Colby went on record stating the case had merit before dying in a...
“canoe accident”.

The Franklin Death List;

Bill Colby - 'canoeing accident'

Ted Gunderson - complications from cancer - what was on Wiki, now says due to arsenic poisoning like syndrome, video on youtube explains

search Ted Gunderson poisoned

Troy Boner - completely whacked off the grid, no records of death/autopsy found. Look in DeCamp's book.

Gary Caradori - the investigation ruled the plane 'fell apart' in the air
Caradori's son - in the plane crash

Johnny Gosch - who knows

“What you have to understand, John, is that sometimes there are forces and events too big, too powerful, with so much at stake for other people or institutions, that you cannot do anything about them, no matter how evil or wrong they are and no matter how dedicated or sincere you are or how much evidence you have. This is simply one of the hard facts of life you have to face.'

-Former CIA director and Cercle member William Colby giving advice to his friend senator John DeCamp, urging to quit his investigations into the Franklin child abuse affair and to write a book about his experiences (The Franklin Coverup, 2nd edition, foreword). Decamp's life has been threatened many times (chapter 4 is a good place to begin)

http://whale.to/b/the_franklin_coverhup_h_john_decamp_h_ebook.pdf

Franklin

http://www.rigorousintuition.ca/board2/viewtopic.php?f=46&t=25333&s=id-c3f319c39d322cea64569f644dcedf
http://www.franklincase.org/

Troy Boner's Affidavit

http://www.scribd.com/doc/97381774/Troy-Boner-s-Affidavit-on-the-Franklin-Credit-Union-Scandal

Victim Paul Bonacci's Testimonial Transcripts

http://www.scribd.com/doc/97382292/Paul-Bonacci-Court-Transcripts-from-Larry-King-Lawsuit

Nebraska Leadership Conference Report on Franklin Abuse Scandal


Interview w/Rusty Nelson, blackmail photographer for Lawrence King

http://freerangehumans.net/blog/rusty-nelson-interview-of-former-franklin-photographer/

Michael Aquino, Responsible for Kidnapping of Johnny Gosch and More

http://www.whale.to/b/aquino.html

Newspaper Reports of the Franklin Accusations from Time Period


Johnny Gosch, Jeff Gannon, Hunter Thompson and the unraveling of a Troubling Tale

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/goschgannohuntertrublingtale05apr05.shtml

Phone call to Larry King

http://www.pumpitout.com/audio/lk_041709.mp3
http://www.bmwofsterling.net/

Larry is still employed by Moorehead. It's is believed that he works at the dealership anymore but at Moorehead's home as his personal assistant.

Conspiracy of Silence: The Franklin Cover Up

http://topdocumentaryfiles.com/the-franklin-cover-up/

Franklin Playlist (there's some tinfoil)


Johnny Gosch abduction Disturbing interview from 2005 - Elite's pedophile playground

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5iyzuXAwEU
Former FBI Senior Special Agent Ted Gunderson on Franklin Abuse Case:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypRzbmoF7lY

Interview with Paul Bonacci, a Franklin Abuse Victim
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dff1gl5_uA

Ted Gunderson (formerly of the FBI) Interviews Paul Bonacci (Franklin Cover-up) (Part 1/9)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNzT1MvVahK

Prophecy Club Ted Gunderson chronicles
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDPZIP-G4I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhnkZULzyhg

(Lawrence King Sex Abuse Scandal)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2E9T1IkXemB
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0EYWhQZzo0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yp_dU18h3I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpQz5oRF6FQ

Author Nick Bryant on the Franklin Cover-up (1:00min mark). Bryant clarifies how grand juries were controlled to cover-up the child abuse
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AGcX4cy55g&list=PL6324E600417FA0EC

US GVT Kidnaps Jonny Gosch
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_033ikoOY

1 Hour Conspiracy of Silence documentary on the Franklin Case
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asv16k0V08

48 Year CIA Director Bill Colby Stating the Franklin Abuses Occurred
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DooKUXA2gE&feature=youtube_gdata_player

Interview with Troy Boner, a Franklin Abuse Victim. Boner and the interviewer, Gary Caradori, were both later murdered
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xV0DlncG0

Rusty Nelson in 2009
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahhotahp8Ck
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThBpPv74nk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sxa6jXg-Go
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvOU-EdnvFo

Caradori interview w/victim Alisha Owen. Owen was sentenced to 27 years for perjury because she would not withdraw her story of being abused
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VE8sI2raihg

[THE FINDERS CASE]

"The Finders" were a cult organization investigated in the late 1980s for child abuse and trafficking. A US Customs Service report from that time states that the organization was trafficking and abusing many children but the investigation was shut down by CIA. If the Finders still exist, no information exists about their activities after the early 1990s.

Finders Cult Information (many people mentioned talking, especially page 130)
[THE DUTROUX/FOURNIERET CASES]

In the 1996, Belgian criminal Marc Dutroux was arrested for kidnapping several young girls, holding them for months and murdering them. Dutroux had previously been released from prison despite raping women and the police “missed” numerous, obvious opportunities to stop him while the girls were still alive. Dutroux and his surviving victims maintained in court that he was just a functionary for a network of criminals that provided children and child porn to businessmen and politicians across Europe. Multiple witnesses were murdered or “committed suicide”, judges resigned from the case citing fear for their lives, evidence was suppressed and the mismanagement of the case led to protests with hundreds of thousands of people in the streets of Brussels. The government still claims Dutroux was not part of any network.

Regina Louf (X1) described how she and others were sometimes raped by German shepherds or even how snakes were inserted into the vaginas of the girls. It sounds bizarre, but take a look at some of the pictures. These have been confiscated from a child abuse network and appeared in the Dutroux dossier, DVD 3, 47873774-1 to 4.pdf. There are hundreds of children on these (low quality) pictures, making you wonder where all of them are today and how they are doing (or if they’re alive in the first place). Judging from these pictures (and there are many more), sex with dogs and other animals is very common in child abuse networks.

"Père forced me back on my knees, pushed me with my face on the cool table surface, and the other tied my left- and right wrist to the bed... I was unable to move in any direction and was forced to stay in this humiliating position... Everything is set ready, the lamps are pushed in the right position, the light intensity is measured - what is about to happen, I don’t know, but the tension is building in my stomach. What’s the deal with those dogs?... I feel how the claws of the rough-haired dog are pressing into my sides. I feel how he’s panting in my neck, drool from his tongue is dripping on my back. I scream as I feel how he enters me, how his paws clasp me, his nails press into my skin. ‘Get him off me’, I scream... My cries are lost in an enthusiastic cheer when the dogs lets something wet run down my legs... It was the first photo shoot with dogs in a long line." (S5)

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/3522367.stm
https://wikispooks.com/ISGP/dutroux/Belgian_X_dossiers_of_the_Dutroux_affair.htm
https://wikispooks.com/ISGP/miscellaneous/New_beyond_dutroux_1001_link.htm
https://wikispooks.com/ISGP/dutroux/
http://wikileaks.org/wiki/Belgium:_Dutroux_dossier_summary,_1235_pages,_2005
“It is an unfortunate publication because the documents come from a dossier that is still covered by judicial secrecy,” the prosecutor general from the Belgian town of Liege, Cedric Visart de Bocarme, told state broadcaster RTBF

Transcripts of witness/victim testimony in Dutroux case:
wikispooks.com/ISGP/dutroux/Belgian_X_dossiers_victims_and_witnesses.htm
Testimony of Regina Louf is important because it shows how the criminal ring worked on a practical level when interacting with clients

Another Belgian serial killer, Michel Fourniret, was convicted in an almost identical case involving young girls kidnapped, sold into prostitution for elite clients, and murdered. In Fourniret’s case as well, multiple witnesses and investigators (including a police detective) were killed or intimidated, and police misconduct was rampant.

History/Summary of the case [LONG, go to pg. 7 for critical info]
http://www.trutv.com/library/crime/serial_killers/predators/michel_fourniret/1_index.html

A French serial killer from Tolouse, Patrice Alegre, alleged that he murdered prostitutes on orders from city and police officials who he had supplied with prostitutes and drugs for sado-masochistic orgies. His allegations were supported by several prostitutes, although no one was ever convicted. Alegre worked in a police canteen.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2003/jun/03/france.paulwebster

Private Organization links Top European and US Personnel, Ties with Dutroux and CIA
https://wikispooks.com/ISGP/organisations/Le_Cercle.htm
https://wikispooks.com/ISGP/miscellaneous/In_brief_beyond_Dutroux_ties_to_US_CIA.htm

Beyond the Dutroux Affair: The reality of protected child abuse and snuff networks in a world ruled by psychopaths
http://www.sott.net/article/244380hBeyondhthehDutrouxhAffairhThehrealityhofhprotectedhchildhabusehandhsnuffhnetworkshinhahworldhruledhbyhpsychopaths

History/Summary of the case [LONG]

Mark Dutroux – Belgian Serial-Pedophile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Dutroux

Dutroux and the Dead Witnesses: German Public TV documentary on the case
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuPkoGGm_xQ

Dutroux and the Dead Witnesses - English subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaf7q9RKjgo

[UK ELITE PEDOPHILIA]

Female MP abused boy in care
http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/453381/FemalehMPhabusedhboyhinhcare

Pedophile scandal: Convicted North Wales care home boss is working in family-friendly hotel

MP Geoffrey Dickens made similar claims in the 1980s that are now being vindicated

British Orphanages have been used as sources of children to prostitute for decades on a massive scale
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Wales_child_abuse_scandal
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2012/oct/08/jimmy-savile-jersey-childrens-home
Even former Prime Minister Ted Heath is implicated

http://ukpaedoshexposed.com/the-truth-about-operation-yewtree-savile/jimmy-saville-witch-hunt-or-paedophile/

BBC leadership has suppressed information on elite pedophiles in Britain on more than one occasion

http://www.sott.net/article/253438-Panic-among-UK-leaders-as-high-level-pedophile-network-is-covered-up-BBC-Newsnight-program-suspended-for-naming-senior-Conservative-paedophile


The Pedophile Ring That Encircles British Politics

http://simianpress.com/2012/11/03/the-paedophile-ring-that-encircles-british-politics/

Dead Body Found on Queen’s Estate Identified as Teen Missing Since August


British Premiere Gordon Brown is a Pedophile

http://rense.com/general89/brownpd.htm

British pedophile ring ‘protected by Parliament and Downing Street’


UK Column Live - "Thousands of children stolen by the UK government every year"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1gO5PXh8_A

MP Tom Watson confronts PM Cameron in Parliament with evidence of an elite pedophile ring at high levels

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=h1D1ZgUCnhQ

Freemasons Linked To Pedophile Rings Covered By UK Main Stream Media!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQv7jgSUqRk

[SAVILLE]

There is abundant evidence that pedophile rings are prevalent among the elite of British politics in both parties and have been for decades. The recent Jimmy Savile scandal is just the tip of the iceberg; the problem stretches far beyond Savile and the evidence is now so preponderant it is undeniable.

Jimmy Savile is the Tip of the Iceberg [this is a blog but it contains solid citations, it explains how Savile was far more than a lone predator]

http://theneedleblog.wordpress.com/2012/10/11/2209/

Revealed: how Jimmy Savile abused up to 1,000 victims on BBC premises

http://www.theguardian.com/media/2014/jan/18/jimmy-savile-abused-1000-victims-bbc

Celebrity arrests could soar after horrified police discover Jimmy Savile's secret lair at record shop

www.mirror.co.uk/news/jimmy-savile-celeb-arrests-could-2097740

Jimmy Savile Abuse Scandal


New Allegations: Other Members of BBC in the Wake of the Savile Accusations

http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2013/may/30/bbc-staff-child-sex-abuse-allegations
Police Protection of Celebrity Criminals Prevented Savile Being Brought to Justice


>inb4 David Icke  
>inb4 tinfoil  
There's some good information in these threads. Make up your own damn mind.

UK and Savile  

Savile Timeline  

[OPERATION FLICKER/PENTAGON PEDOS]  
An investigation by ICE revealed that thousands of Defense Department computers and email addresses had been used to view or purchase child pornography, dozens of which were used by people with the highest-level security clearances. Only a few, low-ranking individuals were tried and convicted, and thousands of names were never investigated further, before the investigation was closed.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/jul/24/pentagon-us-staff-downloaded-child-pornography  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1p7R8DBy50 (news coverage from Fox)  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pywDvSVZ2Qg (2:00 min CNN coverage)  
http://imgur.com/Y44VrtJ,0YYKyr=f0

Project Flicker  
http://www.scribd.com/doc/36843411/Project-Flicker

Why Was Pentagon Child Pornography Investigation Halted?  
Investigation ties military workers to child porn  
Former counterintelligence official says Pentagon’s failure to pursue child pornography cases is “absurd”  

Pentagon to investigate hundreds of suspected child pornography fans in its ranks  

The Pentagon’s Pedophile Problem  

Pentagon declined to investigate hundreds of purchases of child pornography  

Senator Charles Grassley’s letter to Defense Secretary Robert Gates
DynCorp is one of the world's largest defense contracting companies. It has been deeply involved in DOD and CIA operations in the Mideast and elsewhere for years and its management is largely composed of former military and intelligence figures. DynCorp and its employees have been implicated as pimps and customers of child prostitutes in Bosnia, Iraq and Afghanistan. In some states, DynCorp is hired by Child Protective Services to take children from their parents.

WikiLeaks cables reveal DynCorp employees purchased child prostitutes in Afghanistan and the US State Department helped cover it up

More DynCorp Sex Abuse Ring Information

Rep. Cynthia McKinney questions DynCorp employees about trafficking of women and children in Bosnia and elsewhere (CSPAN)

Corey Feldman Says: #1 Problem with Hollywood is Child Sex Abuse

Corey Feldman and Todd Bridges’ Bill to Protect Child Actors

Corey Feldman’s 'Coreyography' Details Sexual Abuse He, Corey Haim Faced

Recent Pedophile Bust: “Just the Tip of the Iceberg”
While directing Clownhouse, Salva, then 29, molested one of the film's actors, who was 12 years old at the time. The sexual acts were videotaped by Salva, who pleaded guilty to one count of lewd and lascivious conduct, one count of oral copulation with a person under 14, and three counts of procuring child pornography. Salva was sentenced to three years in prison. He served 15 months of the sentence before being paroled, and is registered as a sex offender.

> 3 years for raping a kid and videotaping it
> Close friends with Roman Polanski, who paid for his bail
> next job after getting out is for fucking DISNEY

Victor Salva
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victor_Salva

> At the age of 29, Salva sexually molested a 12 year old who had a part in one of his films. Salva pled guilty to one count of lewd and lascivious conduct, one count of oral sex with a person under 14, and three counts of procuring child pornography.

'Jeepers' bad enough without creator's bad rap
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2003-08-29/news/0308290442_1_creepershvictorhsalvahjeepers

MOLEST VICTIM PROTESTS AT DISNEY FILM RELEASE
http://www.vachss.com/mission/disney.html

Former Lostprophets Vocalist Ian Watkins Pleads Guilty To Child Sex Charges

Ian Watkins Lostprophet Singer Pleads Guilty in Attempted Child Rape & Sexual Assault Case

Ian Watkins, Lostprophets Frontman, Pleads GUILTY To Two Charges of Attempting To Rape a Baby
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/11/26/ian-watkins-lostprophets-_m_4343245.html

Child Sex Abuse Scandals Shake Hollywood

Hollywood Monsters
http://open.salon.com/blog/csdaley/2010/07/02/hollywood_monsters

Pedophilia in Hollywood
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d1F1dZdpGE&
Rich Cronen – Boy bands are Sexually Pressured and Abused
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c
(2 minute mark) Manny Azenberg Calls out Steven Spielberg and Others about Sexual Favors
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfD1ct5FvXk
Razz B Calls out Pedophilia in Show Business
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGxoMLG8LXI
Razz B Again
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iksZeFAKBwA

[PEOPHLIA AND ABUSE AMONG USA ELITES]

Hot mama is kink link to rich: DA
http://nypost.com/2012/03/06/hot-mama-is-kink-link-to-rich-da/

Revelations of an Elite Family Insider

Penn State child sex abuse scandal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penn_State_child_sex_abuse_scandal

CHILD ABUSE AT THE PRESIDIO
http://www.whale.to/b/aq2.html

A massive collection of well-sourced information on elite-protected-and-patronized pedophilia rings in the US and Europe
http://www.scribd.com/collections/3047588/The-Pedophocracy

First District Attorney to investigate Jerry Sandusky disappeared without a trace in 2006

These documentaries aired in 1981 so they are pre-Franklin but they cover the same territory but with a focus on the boy prostitution problem in Dallas Texas specifically and in the South and Southwest among elites like politicians. It featured 2 journalists, Tom Philpott and Mark McInnon, who had been investigating the matter. Philpott was non-lethally shot at home within a short time of the show being aired and he then went on to "commit suicide" under dubious circumstances. McInnon went on to work for George W Bush;

Boys for Sale 1/2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMzucrZKmWY
Boys for Sale 2/2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1N_37PzR8I

A History of Silence: Child Trafficking in the United States by David Shurter
http://davidshurter.com/?page_id=3281

The Case Of the Campus Crusader
http://archive.org/stream/TexasMonthlyMay1982hTomPhilpotthTheCaseOfTheCampusCrusader/TexasMonthlyMay1982hTomPhilpotthTheCaseOfTheCampusCrusader_djvu.txt
This wiki article goes on to catalogue the ongoing career of Mark McKinnon that involves extensive contact with the very elites that he was momentarily exposing with Philpott.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_McKinnon

[US GOVERNMENT]

Child Porn Will Get You Into Legal Hot Water (Unless You Work For The Feds?)

Child Pornography Found on Assistant U.S. Attorney's Computer, Attorney was also Viewing Adult Content on Taxpayer Dime

Former FBI Agent Ted Gunderson on Government Abuse Experiments

To Catch Government Workers With Ties to Child Porn, Call the IRS

Law Enforcement Reactions to Satanic Abuse Cults

Jeff Gannon

Dancing Boys of Afghanistan (CIA caught Soliciting)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=VvdY310Xp3Y

Former FBI Agent Ted Gunderson Speaks against CIA and Satanism (hour long)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCOF25kn0ok

[CANADA]

When Pedophile Judges Fear Exposure
http://www.rense.com/general81/rxk.htm

A Tale of Two Lawyers or Who Needs Fiction?
http://www.ourcourts suck.com/Tale2lawyers.html

THE JACK CRAM STORY
http://sisis.nativeweb.org/clark/cram.html

Canada House of Commons Hearing on Sex Abuse
[PEDOPHILIA AND ABUSE AMONG EUROPEAN ELITES]

‘House of Horrors’ investigated - child abuse ring in Dublin led by police saw 50-years of sexual abuse

Ferdinand Mitterrand, Fmr. French Cabinet Minister under Sarkozy and nephew of sex-scandal ridden French President Francois Mitterrand openly admits soliciting young boys for sex in Thailand
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fr%C3%A9d%C3%A9ric_Mitterrand#The_Bad_life

Trial proves that hundreds of children were prostituted in Portuguese orphanages, to clients that included top media personalities, diplomats, and bureaucrats

Green party in Germany to investigate backing for pedophiles in 80s
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/may/14/greenthepartygermanypaedophilesh80sth

European Parliament member promotes pedophilia as part of the sexual revolution

Dutch Whistleblower Faces Prison, Pedo Walks Free

How the German Left Took the Sexual Revolution Too Far (Children)

This is how Dutch politicians react when you ask them about Joris Demmink
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9obb2MqYyw

Pedophiles in the EU - Daniel Cohn Bendit
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMPVChjGFgY

[BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH, EXPERIMENTATION AND PATENTS]

The Weird Russian Mind-Control Research Behind a DHS Contract

Depatterning - “New” “Treatment” For Schizophrenia (12 pages)
False memory planted in mouse's brain

Apparatus and method for remotely monitoring and altering brain waves

Apparatus and method for remotely monitoring and altering brain waves
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?
Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=3,951,134.PN.&OS=PN/3951134&RS=PN/3951134

System for implanting a microstimulator
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?
Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=6587729.PN.&OS=PN/6587729&RS=PN/6587729

Silent subliminal presentation system
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?
Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=5159703.PN.&OS=PN/5159703&RS=PN/5159703

Hearing system
http://www.patents.com/us-4877027.html

Apparatus and method for remotely monitoring and altering brain waves
http://www.patents.com/us-3951134.html

Method and an associated apparatus for remotely determining information as to person's emotional state

Nervous system manipulation by electromagnetic fields from monitors
http://www.patents.com/us-6580348.html

Apparatus for audibly communicating speech using the radio frequency hearing effect
http://www.patents.com/us-6587729.html

Method and system for altering consciousness
http://www.google.com/patents?id=sttcAAAAEBAJ&printsec=abstract&zoom=4v=onepage&q&f=false

Method of changing a person's behavior
http://www.google.com/patents?id=oeEuAAAAEBAJ&printsec=abstract&zoom=4v=onepage&q&f=false

Subliminal message generator
http://www.google.com/patents?id=81coAAAAEBAJ&printsec=abstract&zoom=4v=onepage&q&f=false

Subliminal acoustic manipulation of nervous systems
http://www.google.com/patents?id=bswEAAAAEBAJ&printsec=abstract&zoom=4v=onepage&q&f=false

Apparatus and method of broadcasting audible sound using ultrasonic sound as a carrier
http://www.google.com/patents?id=CSV8AAAAEBAJ&printsec=abstract&zoom=4v=onepage&q&f=false

Criminal and Scientific Misconduct Involving Neural Prosthesis Research Funded by the NIH/NINDS/NPP and The Alfred E. Mann Foundation
Creating a False Memory in the Hippocampus
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/341/6144/387

A Brain-to-Brain Interface for Real-Time Sharing of Sensorimotor Information
http://www.nature.com/srep/2013/130228/srep01319/full/srep01319.html

Morality is modified in the lab
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/8593748.stm

False memory syndrome; Sexual abuse cases
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_memory_syndrome#Sexual_abuse_cases

"The hypothesis advanced in this paper is that, in most cases, the fundamental damage inflicted by child sexual abuse is due to the child's developing capacities for trust, intimacy, agency and sexuality, and that many of the mental health problems of adult life associated with histories of child sexual abuse are second-order effects."

[PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, PROJECTS, AND PARTICIPANTS]

This is an excellent website that deals with psych ops.
http://www.psywarrior.com/

Biometrics Identity Management Agency Overview
http://www.biometrics.dod.mil/

John Gittinger was involved with the CIA's research into behavior during the 1950's. Here's a quick overview into some of his work;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personality_Assessment_System#CIA_connection
http://www.pasf.org/index.php
http://www.passf.org/gitt.htm

On an unrelated note, James Angleton was one wicked motherfucker. Read up on him sometime if you want to feel your spine tingle.

The Search for the Manchurian Candidate
http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/lsd/marks10.HTM

Brainwashing experiment done on Manchurian candidates (ultimately resulted in failure in the United States)

CIA Attempts to Create Manchurian Candidate

Unethical human experimentation in the United States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_experimentation_in_the_United_States

Edgewood Arsenal experiments
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgewood_Arsenal_experiments
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_112

Montauk Project
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Montauk_Project
Operation Dew/LAC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_LAC

Operation Midnight Climax

Project ARTICHOKE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_ARTICHOKE

Project CHATTER
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_CHATTER

Project MKCHICKWIT
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKCHICKWIT

Project MKDELTA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKDELTA

Project MKNAOMI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKNAOMI

Project MKOFTEN
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKOFTEN

Project MKUltra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKULTRA

U.S. Army and CIA interrogation manuals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KUBARK#CIA_manuals

United States President’s Commission on CIA Activities within the United States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_President%27s_Commission_on_CIA_activities_within_the_United_States

Psychic driving
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychic_driving

CIA MKULTRA Collection
http://www.theblackvault.com/k/articles/view/CIA-MKULTRA-Collection

Although the CIA insists that MKUltra-type experiments have been abandoned, some CIA observers say there is little reason to believe it does not continue today under a different set of acronyms. 14-year CIA veteran Victor Marchetti has stated in various interviews that the CIA routinely conducts disinformation campaigns and that CIA mind control research continued. In a 1977 interview, Marchetti specifically called the CIA claim that MKUltra was abandoned a “cover story.”


Victor L. Marchetti, Jr. (born December 23, 1929) is a former special assistant to the Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency and a prominent paleoconservative critic of the United States Intelligence Community and the Israel lobby in the United States.

Paul Robeson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Robeson

“Paul Jr. believed that his father’s health problems stemmed from attempts by CIA and MI5 to “neutralize” his father. He remembered that his father had had such fears prior to his prostate operation. He said that three doctors treating Robeson in London and New York had been CIA contractors, and that his father's symptoms resulted from being subjected to mind depatterning under MKULTRA”, a secret CIA program. Martin Duberman claimed that Robeson’s health breakdown was probably brought on by a combination of factors including extreme emotional and physical stress, bipolar depression, exhaustion and the beginning of circulatory and heart problems. "[E]ven without an organic predisposition and accumulated pressures of government harassment he might have been susceptible to a breakdown."

Frank Olson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Olson

He was drugged with LSD by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and nine days later plunged to his death from the window of a New York
hotel room, in what some term a suicide and others allege was an assassination by the CIA

Harold Blauer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Blauer

...an American tennis player who died as a result of injections of 450 mg 3,4-Methylenedioxyamphetamine (code-named EA-1298) as part of Project MKULTRA, a covert CIA mind-control and chemical interrogation research program, run by the Office of Scientific Intelligence.

Donald Ewen Cameron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Ewen_Cameron

William Sargant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Sargant

Here is some further information regarding these matters. These are wiki indexes that provide a map into more numerous examples;

U.S. Army and CIA interrogation manuals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Army_and_CIA_interrogation_manuals

Torture handbooks and manuals

Human subject research in the United States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Human_subject_research_in_the_United_States

Mind control methods
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Mind_control_methods

Mind control
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Mind_control

[MIND MANIPULATION INFO]

Mind Control Project MK-ULTRA in Washington Post
http://www.wanttoknow.info/050626mkultra.shtml

Origins and Techniques of Monarch Mind Control

Parents sue over doctor’s method

Autistic man wins suit against doctor
http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=19930302&slug=autismsuit14e

Psychiatrist Arrested In Hotel Incident
http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=19930302&slug=1688222

Michael Boatwright, Florida Man, Wakes Up Speaking Swedish, Calling Himself Johan Ek; Diagnosed With Amnesia

Activism Against Mind Control Abuses

MIND CONTROL
http://imgur.com/Mtuc0S0,l5xuKc,8f68Mjf,AF5GD4C,qj9B1Bl,3SmG3L0,zexA1pk,KAE4QoP,w7eE6P4

The Mind Has No Firewall
http://strategicstudiesinstitute.army.mil/pubs/parameters/Articles/98spring/thomas.htm
http://www.carlisle.army.mil/usawc/parameters/Articles/98spring/thomas.htm
http://www.hiddenmysteries.org/mind/exposed/ex040702a.html

Barrie Trower - Microwave Mind Control Technologies & Warfare
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBMB0n0sxR0

The Illuminati Formula Used to Create an Undetectable Total Mind Controlled Slave

Project BLUEBIRD
http://www.wanttoknow.info/bluebird10pg

Roseanne Barr on MKULTRA in Hollywood

Cathy O'Brien, MONARCH Slave
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Laon3_ob54A

MONARCH Slave's MPPD/DID Artwork
http://www.pseudoccultmedia.net/2009/12/art-of-dissociation.html

More DID/MPPD MONARCH Artwork

DID/MPPD Artwork from MONARCH Slave
http://kimnoble.com/virtual_galleries.htm

Information on Kim Noble, the Above Artist
http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2011/sep/30/kim-noble-woman-with-100-personalities

Mind Control and the CIA Sex Slaves
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbnYuIPmnr8

Breaking the Chain of Organization -- "New" "Treatment" for Schizophrenia
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,809899,00.html

SONY Develops Early (Public) VR Simulator
http://www.technewsworld.com/story/42081.html#

Room 23 "Art book"/MONARCH
http://www.room23thebook.com/

Room 322/MONARCH Programming
http://vigilantcitizen.com/latestnews/whats-up-with-room-322-at-hotel-zaza/

Full Gallery of 322 at Hotel Zaza
http://imgur.com/a/Hshw0#12

"Monarch" Bar at… Hotel Zaza
http://www.yelp.com/biz/monarch-hotel-zaza-houston

Vicki Polin -- Jewish Satanic Ritual Abuse (ON OPRAH)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsTm46RzVh8
Ex-Elite Insider Discusses Mind-Control and Sex Abuse (Hour and a half)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zb5oEIoEM4M

Soul of a Robot - The Real Story of Mind Control
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7scIs4Ympo

CIA / MK-ULTRA Hearings - Survivor Testimony 1996
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YINQ4jiQsI

MKULTRA Documentary CIA Mind Control Research Human Experiments in the United States
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5ybWK8gbKM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Ex8lbo93LQ

[SEX SLAVES AND ABUSE AMONG THE CHOSEN]

Human Trafficking & Modern-day Slavery
http://gvnet.com/humantrafficking/israel.htm

Trafficking in Persons Reports 2009
http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/123357.pdf

2007 Report

Amnesty: Israel failing to deal with white-slave trade
http://www.whale.to/b/amnesty.html

Israel a Human Trafficking Haven

Slavery in Israel?
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/1,7340,L-3283786,00.html

Jews And White Slavery
http://rense.com/general32/jewsandwhiteslavery.htm

Zionist occupied Israel failing to deal with white-slave trade

Thousands of slaves in Israel, global study finds

Modern slavery in Israel: It’s all politics
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4270686,00.html

Israel's sex trade is booming
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3862297,00.html

Israel women trafficking soars
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/4188067.stm

Modern Slaves
Sex slaves in the Holy Land, then and now

Israel Cracking Down on Human Sex Slave Trade for Fear of losing American Aid

Abuse Whistleblower Battling Both Haredi Community, DA

Jewish child molesters that are never on the news
http://iamthewitness.com/listeners/jewish.child.molesters.that.are.never.on.the.NEWS-9mY.htm
The sources they provide are from http://theawarenesscenter.bl0gspot.com/

'The Awareness Center, Inc. is the international Jewish Coalition Against Sexual Abuse-Assault (JCASA). We are dedicated to ending sexual violence in Jewish communities globally.'
However, most of the links to JCASA might be dead, so you're going to have to do your own digging;
http://archive.org/web/

The Child-Rape Assembly Line

Neonatal Genital Herpes Simplex Virus Type 1 Infection After Jewish Ritual Circumcision: Modern Medicine and Religious Tradition
http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/114/2/e259.full

"Biblical sources dictate routine ritual circumcision at 8 days of age for Jewish boys. This procedure is widely accepted, and 60% to 90% of newborn boys of the Jewish population in the United States undergo this procedure,1,2 which also has an important cultural and historical role."

On the Rabbi's Knee

Sexual Abuse in the Jewish Community, Is There a Double Standard?

Roy Naim, the 'Jewish Face of the Immigration Reform Struggle' featured in Time magazine, arrested on child porn charges and denied bail
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/3069785/posts

Arch Pedophile Jimmy Savile was a devout Zionist and an Israel supporter
http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/arch-pedophile-jimmy-savile-was-a-devout-zionist-and-an-isr.html

Canada: Jewish leader jailed for child pornography
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/6,73440,L-3978272,00.html

City Questions Circumcision Ritual After Baby Dies
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/08/26/nyregion/26circumcise.html?ex=1125720000&en=7f688eb83442b177&ei=5070&encc=eta1&_r=1

Two-week-old baby who died of herpes 'contracted disease through circumcision'

Advocacy group: Israel is a pedophile's paradise

Police break up pedo ring

Yeshiva teacher admits to sexually abusing boy
http://www.jta.org/2013/05/13/news-opinion/united-states/yeshiva-teacher-admits-to-sexually-abusing-boy

The Billionaire Pedophile's Sex Den
Pedophile Links Haunt Green Party
http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/past-pedophile-links-haunt-german-green-party-a-899544-druck.html

European Parliament member promotes pedophilia as part of the sexual revolution

Jewish French deputy, Daniel Cohn-Bendit admits to pedophilia
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=625_1331769572

Billionaire Pedophile Goes Free

JIDF in action
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Jeffrey_Epstein#Jewish

Shomerim (neighborhood watch group)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shomerim_%28neighborhood_watch_group%29

Roman Polanski, Zionist Pedophile

In September 2009, Weinstein publicly voiced opposition to efforts to extradite Roman Polanski from Switzerland to the U.S. regarding 1977 charges of unlawful sexual intercourse with a 13-year-old, to which Polanski had pled guilty before fleeing the country. Weinstein, whose company had distributed a film about the Polanski case, questioned whether Polanski committed any crime, prompting Los Angeles County District Attorney Steve Cooley to insist that Polanski’s guilty plea indeed qualified his action as a crime, and that several other more serious charges were still pending.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harvey_Weinstein

Jewish Sex Abuse Victim From New Square Speaks Out
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AB1Erb0wMCU

CNN: Nuchem Rosenberg Interviewed About Ultra-Orthodox Abuse in Williamsburg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coXa8ipsMzY

Pedophile Jews
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Feature-player_embedded%26v=5SfzMXk%2BlV8

Jewish community activist facing child porn charges
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2Ko5UcaPQE

Jewish Woman Talks About Ritual Killings
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9B8ch_Fyi-Y

To Catch A Predator Fairfax Virginia - Rabbi David Kaye
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lo-6WqG2pZE

RABBI EXPLAINS IMPORTANCE OF SUCKING BABY’S PENIS FOLLOWING CIRCUMCISION
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ozs-B80DF9I

Interesting video about a Famous French-Jewish politician and pedophile
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=678_1244825486

Allegations of Child Sex Abuse Cover-up in Ultra-Orthodox Jewish Communities
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgrEfIwgmtk

Child Sex Abuse Cover-up in Ultra-Orthodox Jewish Communities
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgrEfIwgmtk

Former Hasidic Jews reveal hidden world
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7M4L3hs1-t4
Jewish Bris
http://www.liveleak.com/view/1-3ef_1375891247

Child Pornography, Exclusively A Jewish Business

[MISCELLANEOUS RELATED LINKS]

James Bond and the killer bag lady
http://www.salon.com/2012/12/02/better_than_bourne_who_really_killed_nick_deak/

Russian Child Snuff Videos
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2000/oct/01/ameliagentleman.philipwillan

Saved Thread Discussing Michael Aquino, CIA/Military Pedophile
http://www.mediafire.com/view/?udpa0b25hdok9z

Masonichip Stats
http://www.masonichip.org/home

NSW Education Department covers up teacher’s alleged 18-year child sex abuse spree

NSW police protects alleged Tweed Heads pedophile ring
http://www.independentaustralia.net/article-display/nsw-police-protects-alleged-tweed-heads-paedophile-ring,5458

Satanic ritual abuse; Evidence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satanic_ritual_abuse#United_States

A Particularly Heinous Mod: The Doxxing of Aatrek

Eyewitness to Bohemian Grove – Peter Tschernieff – Anthony J Hilder
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkVF52Y1s&feature=youtu.be

Patrice O’Neal Snippet on Hollywood Power Groups
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=864ZK3twC4m

Dave Chappelle Speaks Out Against the Industry
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3oLwKTI9M
(Full interview) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84NJYRTbpfU

Darren Brown -- mind control
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O936O6soMA
Kincora Boys’ Home
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kincora_Boys%27_Home

On 3 April 1980 three members of staff at the home, William McGrath, Raymond Semple and Joseph Mains, were charged with a number of offences relating to the systematic sexual abuse of children in their care over a number of years. All three were later convicted and jailed. Mains, the former warden, received a term of six years, Semple, a former assistant warden, five years and McGrath was jailed in December 1981 for four years.

Recording of interview w/former MP & London Mayor Ken Livingstone admitting MI5 allowed boys to be abused in Kincora Boys Home so that they could film it to blackmail politicians
https://soundcloud.com/gypsumfantastic23/kenhmi5

How Child Protection Services Buys and Sells Our Children
https://protectingourchildrenfrombeingsold.wordpress.com/

CPS Institutional Abuse of Children in America
http://lindajm.squidoo.com/fightcpsvideos
http://fightcps.com/

Missing: 78 children from Oklahoma Department of Human Services custody

Judge Who Sold Children to Private Detention Centers
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/06/15/1216478/-Judge-that-sold-children-to-prison-only-gets-28-years

Georgia Tann
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=38235660
http://www.thinkbabynames.com/meaning/0/Beulah

Large playlist concerning abuse and criminal activity against children
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Wu-K3VcH9s&list=PL42D1765E49D4F608

Pedophile ring used boys home

> For 30 years, Georgia Tann made millions selling children. A network of scouts, corrupt judges and politicians helped her steal babies. She also targeted youngsters on their way home from school, promising them ice cream to tempt them away from their homes. Legal papers would be signed saying they were abandoned - most would never see their families again. Now, her story has been revealed in a new book. After painstakingly contacting her surviving victims and a forensic search through the archives, Barbara Bisantz Raymond calculates that Tann sold more than 5,000 children - and killed scores through neglect. During the time she ran her 'business', the infant mortality rate in Memphis was the highest in the country. Tann molested some of the girls in her care and placed children with pedophiles. She charged fees to couples desperate to be parents. Some victims were sold as underage farm hands or domestic skivvies. Others were starved, beaten and raped. The lucky ones were sold to wealthy parents, with Hollywood stars, including Lana Turner and Joan Crawford - who adopted twins Cathy and Cynthia - lining up for babies. Some of the children were featured in magazine articles. A number were placed with families in Britain.

Georgia Tann
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=38235660
http://www.thinkbabynames.com/meaning/0/Beulah

Pedophile ring used boys home

Take the McMartin preschool incident, for example. Read up on it if you haven't, here's an excerpt from Programmed to Kill, which again, I can't recommend enough. Fantastic work by David McGowan.
Experts have noted that the victimized children showed a level of knowledge that defies rational explanation if the kids have not experienced what they claim to have experienced. For instance, these children can accurately describe the look, smell, texture and colors of human viscera (internal body organs). This is an ability, it has been argued, that very few adults possess, other than those trained as surgeons or coroners. These children also display a remarkable level of knowledge of a wide variety of unconventional human sexual practices, including many acts that, again, most adults do not have knowledge or awareness of. If these children did not experience these things firsthand, then how did they gain such knowledge?

[CRIME]

Child porn bust: Anatomy of an international child pornography investigation

Hundreds arrested as Canadian police smash worldwide pedophile ring

Hundreds arrested worldwide in child pornography case, 386 kids rescued

Massive online pedophile ring busted by cops
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/42108748/#.UqLf4tKhqqk

Joseph E. Duncan III

John Geoghan

John Wayne Gacy

Westley Allan Dodd
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westley_Allan_Dodd

Henry Lee Lucas

Henry Lee Lucas: Prolific Serial Killer or Prolific Liar?

[PRIMARY SOURCE SECTION]

1977 Joint Hearing on MK-ULTRA

MK-ULTRA Final Report to the 94th Congress of the United States of America

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/471/159/
I would just like to begin by saying I am not the original Pedowood guy, nor claim to be. I made a few additions and gathered up as much new material that has been generated as possible. The size and scope has increased, so I put in a few hours to fit everything in. Some of the newer elements have to do with psychological research and operations, while others simply expand into a wider spectrum of previously covered topics. Feel free to use at your discretion and to make any corrections needed for future editions.

***PRIMARY SOURCES ARE INCLUDED AT THE BOTTOM IN AN APPROPRIATELY LABELED, BRACKETED SECTION.***

The information below is intended to convey the reality of the fact that, criminal networks exist and provide access to children for the purposes of sexual exploitation and child pornography to elite clientele in the political and business worlds. These networks often target the most vulnerable populations of children, especially those in state institutions. Oftentimes, these networks are protected by security forces and the legal system because they are a valuable source of blackmail/intelligence, and because the revelation of their clients would be politically problematic. When they are exposed, the full story is almost never told. These sections are presented in no particular order.

**Topics are arranged in the order as they appear here in the index:**

- [THE FRANKLIN CASE]
- [THE FINDERS CASE]
- [THE DUTROUX/FOURNIRET CASES]
- [UK ELITE PEDOPHILIA]
- [SAVILE]
- [OPERATION FLICKER/PENTAGON PEDOS]
- [DYNCORP CASE]
- [PEDOPHILIA AND ABUSE IN HOLLYWOOD]
- [PEDOPHILIA AND ABUSE AMONG USA ELITES]
- [US GOVERNMENT]
- [CANADA]
- [PEDOPHILIA AND ABUSE AMONG EUROPEN ELITES]
- [BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH, EXPERIMENTATION AND PATENTS]
- [PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, PROJECTS, AND PARTICIPANTS]
- [MIND MANIPULATION INFO]
- [SEX SLAVES AND ABUSE AMONG THE CHOSEN]
- [MISCELLANEOUS RELATED LINKS]
- [CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES AND SCHOOLS]
- [CRIME]
- [PRIMARY SOURCE SECTION]

---

**[1335](http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/scripts/getcase.pl?court=us&vol=471&invol=159):** Chapter 3: Use of Drugs

**[1336](http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/if_chapter3.htm):** Respected Psychologist Speaks on Hypnosis and MPD Ritual Abuse

**[1337](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfmTAScPofs):** Former FBI Agent Ted Gunderson on Satanic Abuse Cults in America


**[1342](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfmTAScPofs):** Former FBI Agent Ted Gunderson on Satanic Abuse Cults in America

**[1343](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfmTAScPofs):** Former FBI Agent Ted Gunderson on Satanic Abuse Cults in America

**[1344](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfmTAScPofs):** Former FBI Agent Ted Gunderson on Satanic Abuse Cults in America

---

**[1345](http://educateyourself.org/tg/index.shtml):** The Ted Gunderson Files

**[1346](http://educateyourself.org/tg/index.shtml):** The Ted Gunderson Files

**[1347](http://educateyourself.org/tg/index.shtml):** The Ted Gunderson Files

**[1348](http://educateyourself.org/tg/index.shtml):** The Ted Gunderson Files

---

**[1349](http://educateyourself.org/tg/index.shtml):** Respected Psychologist Speaks on Hypnosis and MPD Ritual Abuse

**[1350](http://educateyourself.org/tg/index.shtml):** Respected Psychologist Speaks on Hypnosis and MPD Ritual Abuse

---

**[1351](http://educateyourself.org/tg/index.shtml):** Respected Psychologist Speaks on Hypnosis and MPD Ritual Abuse